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In dairy production the improvement in milk quality, animal welfare and environment protection 

are highly recognized assets. Hence, milk production based on grazing is being promoted over 

cattle housed indoors. In order to be capable to determine the origin of the milk, it is necessary to 

find biomarkers with a rapid and inexpensive authentication of milk quality and origin. Cow milk 

is enriched in microRNAs (miRNAs), molecules that regulate gene expression in eukaryotes, 

whose profiles could vary depending on diseases, diet, stress, and breed. The main aim of this 

work was to study miRNA differential expression in raw milk as a tool to differentiate between 

two different production systems: extensive farms, where cows have access to the pasture and 

consume fresh grass, and intensive farms, where confined cows feed on conserved forages and 

high amounts of concentrate. 

Representative samples from milk were taken and milk fractions, fat and cells were isolated to be 

studied separately. RNA sequencing analysis was performed to identify miRNA with differential 

expression among three samples of each farm category. We identified five miRNA from milk fat 

and six from milk cells with different expression between categories. They were additionally 

validated in a total of 76 milk samples by real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR). 

The samples were clustered in two groups according to the amount of fresh-grass consumed by 

cows and differences in microRNAs expression between the groups were established using T-test 

(P<0.05).  The miRNA expression bta-mir-215 (fat fraction) and bta-mir-2285 (milk cells) were 

significantly different between the groups.  

Differences in miRNA expression identified in this study show that they can be used as potential 

markers of milk production systems, although further analysis to confirm and implement this 

methodology need to be conducted. 


